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It should also be noted that an alignment plugin wont magically eliminate phase issues, but it will make you aware of them and give you some tools to enhance the situation in your
recordings, so you can get those voice and instrument tracks to sound clean and consistent. Auto Align is based on a spectral display that allows you to select a window of your

track and align its phase and pan. It is very easy to use and allows you to use a mouse to select a window. Pretty much everything you can do you can do with Auto Align. For those
who want to control Auto Align settings, there are controls. The default is a 2 second delay (which can be changed). It also has settings for frequency, cross-feed, and filter settings.

For the time being, the buttons have not been moved back to the top right corner but will be. Auto Align has an excellent display for a plugin this size, with each channel being a
window. There is actually a separate window for each time frame that you can scroll through, which makes it super easy to see the spectral display. Auto Align performs well in

different applications. Most of its main features work regardless of whether youre mixing, mastering, or recording. I think that if youre in a studio environment, Auto Align is a great
tool. The automatic alignment of the phase in Auto Align is a bit of a rough job. As a result, you can turn off the phase alignment at any time if you find that it has moved to a place
that makes you uncomfortable. There is a button to turn off phase alignment as soon as it kicks in. If youre comfortable using Auto Align, you can control Auto Align settings. To do

this, go to the settings menu on the right side and move to the settings menu. You can control cross-feed, frequency, and gates.
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auto-align post 2 features: automatic time-alignment
correction between multiple microphones. automatic

spectral phase correction automatic reference
microphone selection automatic mono to stereo

conversion increased microphone count support display
microphone output signal waveform for visual alignment

improved frequency response dynamic adjustment
improved automatic phase shift detection improved
spectral phase correction improved time alignment

correction improved gui and function interface improved
preset for various microphone arrangements improved
frequency dynamic adjustment fixed errors and bugs
description : auto-align post 2 takes a significant step
further by introducing a new spectral phase correction
module, refined algorithm, and user interface. it brings
ara2-vst3 support for compatible daws such as nuendo
and studioone, and more. auto-align post 2 features:

automatic time-alignment correction between multiple
microphones. automatic spectral phase correction

automatic reference microphone selection automatic
mono to stereo conversion increased microphone count
support display microphone output signal waveform for
visual alignment improved frequency response dynamic
adjustment improved automatic phase shift detection
improved automatic phase shift detection improved
spectral phase correction improved time alignment

correction improved gui and function interface improved
preset for various microphone arrangements improved
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